2 literary papers and society magazines of the day," followed "with interest" by the 1890s reading public (xxix). Dowie's marriage to journalist Henry Norman in the months following the publication of A Girl in the Karpathians only consolidated her considerable celebrity credentials -as the grand-daughter of the famous Scottish publisher, Robert Chambers, an author herself, and now the wife of a well-known journalist, she became regarded as a literary figure through and through. 3 Despite its great popularity at the time, A Girl in the Karpathians has received much less critical attention than Gallia in recent discussions of Dowie's work and her place within the history of the New Woman writing. 4 This disparity today mirrors a curious incongruence in the reception of the two books at the time of their publication -only at that time the current imbalance was reversed. A Girl in the Karpathians features and sometimes even pre-empts many of the tropes associated with the New Woman writing and with the contemporary Woman Question more broadly -the intrepid heroine smokes, wears breeches and travels alone without a chaperone.
Contemporary reviewers across the press tended to accept and celebrate Dowie's depiction of unconventional femininity in her travel memoir in a way they did not upon the appearance of Gallia four years later. Noting that the feminist press at the period often did not review Gallia at all, Molly Youngkin suggests this was because the novel, with its extreme, eugenicist take on marriage and motherhood, "pushed the limits of what was acceptable to feminists" (129). But rather than think about what made Gallia unacceptable to contemporary readers and reviewers, this essay seeks to explore how and why A Girl in the Karpathians was deemed to be so acceptable despite its depiction of unconventional femininity. Harriet Devine Jump suggests that Dowie "deliberately shocked her readers" (xiv). How did Dowie "get away" with such eccentric behaviour and secure those glowing reviews across the press? Is it 3 simply that, unlike Gallia, the book did not appear amid the full thrust of controversy regarding New Woman writing, or are other factors at play as well?
This essay argues that it is possible to understand both the success of Dowie's bestselling book and its relationship to the New Woman writing differently by examining it within the context of late-nineteenth-century debates about girlhood and the burgeoning girls' print culture of the time. As I will demonstrate, contemporary girls' magazines such as the Girl's Realm and the Young Woman endorsed both the book and its author. By considering how Dowie negotiated her popularity with this audience it is possible to perceive how she "got away" with her lack of convention and also how she actively participated in contemporary debates about the Woman Question by engaging with debates about girlhood. It is perhaps the case that writing that gained much of its success among girl readers has been rather side-lined in literary history, but, in acknowledging the discussion of A Girl in the Karpathians in popular girls' magazines, this essay argues for the significance of this unusual travel narrative in the history of early New Woman writing. It also makes the case for the role of travel in the articulation of the imaginative lives of girls and young women at this period. In doing so, the essay also seeks to challenge some of the ways in which we conceptualise the New Woman writing of the late nineteenth century.
In addition to exploring how Dowie is presented in girls' magazines, the essay also considers the importance of girlhood to the text's success in terms of the relationship between Dowie's cultivation of a vibrant and endearing literary persona (as an adventuring real-life girl heroine) and her political position on the Woman Question. Small reports that Methuen, publishers of Gallia, frequently advertised the novel as "'by the author of A Girl in the Karpathians' or, more commonly, 'by the Girl in the Karpathians,'" in order to "capitalise on the established celebrity of their 4 new author" (xxx). This advertising strategy reveals a tendency across the press to focus on Dowie's personality, to conflate her with "the Girl" of the book, and to emphasise her girlhood (as opposed to womanhood), even after her marriage. I will demonstrate the ways in which Dowie knowingly exploits this focus on her vibrant personality and her own status as a "girl" to her own commercial and political advantage. The final section of the essay extends this discussion by considering to what extent Dowie's interest in clothing within the text and in interviews is politicised. In one respect, Dowie's interest in Rational Dress represents the more radical aspects of her stance on the Woman Question, but on the other hand her description of clothing within A Girl in the Karpathians contributes towards the eccentricity that is seen to be refreshing and charming rather than alarming and threatening in contemporary reviews. Before these elements are discussed in more detail, however, it is important to consider the generic characteristics of A Girl in the Karpathians and its relationship with other texts.
A Girl in the Karpathians and Genre: a New Girl Adventure Story?
One of the most striking features of A Girl in the Karpathians is its unusualness in terms of genre and, as a result, the question of where to place the book generically is much less straightforward than may be expected. The first copy of the text I consulted (a copy of the fourth edition) came from the London Library stamped as "Travel:
Austria." Yet, this definitive stamp belies the generic ambiguity of the book and sits in stark contrast to the new preface Dowie included in this edition. As I will discuss later in more detail, the new preface to the fourth edition altered the emphasis of the book's contents, thereby challenging notions of generic stability and complicating its Carol Dyhouse among others have demonstrated that the late nineteenth century saw a great many changes in the lives of girls and young women, in both material and imaginative terms. 6 Mitchell makes particular reference to the period 1880-1915 as a time in which "both working-class and middle-class girls increasingly occupied a separate culture" (3). The 1880s thus also saw a remarkable growth in the number of books and magazines published for girls as a specific readership. 7 The Girl's Own
Paper launched in 1880, followed by magazines such as Atalanta (launched in 1887),
Young Woman (in 1892) and Girl's Realm (in 1898), and the great success of prolific authors such as L.T. Meade and Evelyn Everett-Green, who specialised in girls'
books, attests to the commercial potential of this burgeoning readership. 8 As Elizabeth Segel and others have pointed out, this separation of the juvenile 9 market into books for boys and books for girls occurred for highly practical reasons, including cheaper print costs and the higher levels of literacy that were a result of Education Acts in 1870 and 1880. 9 But this notion of girls as a "separate category"
had effects beyond the reading material that specifically targeted them. Across the periodical press and across both popular and literary fiction of the 1880s and 1890s it is possible to discern a growing fascination with girlhood and with the perceived relationship between girlhood and modernity. Part of this is, of course, down to the New Woman writing itself, which frequently featured girl protagonists or paid particular heed to the girlhood of the protagonist in the early stages of the text. Despite this clear endorsement of Dowie in a girls' magazine, there is a degree of suggestion elsewhere that some observers were concerned about the book's popularity among girls. In an 1891 All the Year Round article, in which the author attempts to deflate anxieties about the effects of reading on the morality of women and children, the book is listed among what can best be described as the reading crazes of a "young lady … of the discreet age of twelve" ("Writers -and Readers" 343). The article's language makes it clear that the girl's reading habits involve indiscretion, excess and subterfuge -she has been "caught" reading "The Murder in the Hansom Cab," for example; the next day she is found "absorbed in one of Mr.
Henty's books for boys"; finally, "after a dozen other authors have intervened, it is 'A Girl in the Karpathians'" (343). The author's insistence that "this young lady is as pleasant, and sweet, and wholesome a specimen of English girlhood as you would care to meet" despite such reading practices and choices suggests that not everyone might expect this to be the case.
Yet, this note of consternation seems not to have been the norm. The book is recommended to Ruby Morris, a young subscriber to Hearth and Home's "Lassies and
Laddies" column (her exact age is unclear, but it can be determined that she is under eighteen from the editor's explanation that she is too young to join a particular guild due to this age restriction) in response to her request for recommendations of "books of adventure" (401). The editor's response suggests that Ruby is also a writer herself, and it is notable that the editor deems Dowie's work to be of particular value to a young reader interested in both adventure and authorship. Furthermore, Dowie's popularity with girls like Ruby is confirmed by a comment in a lengthy interview published in the Young Woman in 1896. Referring to a tendency among some journalists to "misunderstand" Dowie, the interviewer tellingly notes that: "The girls of England do not misunderstand her, for they write long letters delighting in her travels, and claiming kinship with her -a welcome company of critics" (P.L.P. 208).
It is intriguing to consider that Dowie is presented in these articles and profiles
as an acceptable role model figure, despite the fact that the book arguably preempts the more overt feminist content of Gallia, with which girls' magazines often had an ambiguous relationship. L.T. Meade, however, editor of Atalanta and an author whose immensely prolific output of girls' books helped to inaugurate girls as a distinct readership in the first place, seems in no doubt as to the reasons for the popularity of Dowie's first book among girl readers. Despite her sense that some of Dowie's words go "beyond the verge of good taste [for] there is a touch of more than flippancy in some of her smart sayings," Meade is generally rather impressed by Dowie's "frankness and unconventionality" in her review of the book for Atalanta's regular "Brown Owl" column (667). 10 She points out that "the average reader wishes to be amused, not instructed" by travel books, and declares, therefore, that: But this was not how the book was initially introduced to the public, which once again raises the question of genre. In an article published in the Fortnightly Review prior to the book's publication entitled "In Ruthenia," Dowie reports that she engaged in a dedicated period of study in the British Museum when writing the book in order to supplement it with facts about the history of Ruthenia, "a country that has never belonged to itself" (520). In contrast to Meade's reading of the book, Dowie's article attests to the book's emphasis on the people and geography of Ruthenia, as For The Review of the Reviews, the map is representative of the book's "solid value,"
despite its tone of "airy, laughing cheekiness": "the map which she gives of the territorial dismemberment of Poland," it is suggested, "is as serious a contribution to the understanding of the tragedy of history as has been published this year" (627). Not all agreed, however: the reviewer for The New Review declared the coloured map to be "a kind of joke in geography, for it is delightfully useless" (Austin 567).
This reviewer's glib response was, it seems, rather prescient. By the fourth edition of the book later that year, something has changed. The map has disappeared, and in its place we find a new preface that shifts the focus of Dowie's book from strict travel memoir to something else. Originally marketed as a travel book, it seems that the book's success has emphasised its generic inconsistencies, and this new preface is clearly written from the standpoint of Dowie's recent experience of media scrutiny and literary celebrity. She explains that she has removed the map because she is in no position to instruct, somewhat contradicting her Fortnightly Review article (Preface vi). She also seems to resist some of the enthusiasm with which both she and her book have been greeted by the press. Stating that it is certainly "not a 'Tale of Adventure,'" Dowie appears to be rather dismissive and weary of the excitement swirling around what she had referred to in the Fortnightly as her "little book" (520). She writes:
I recall repeated simperings of regret as I explained to my publisher that I had never been within paw's length of a bear; that there were no hairbreadth's escapes -in fact, no genuine bookstall sensations to win the suffrages of the public. It was merely the record of a girl's summer roaming and a girl's summer thoughts, told in her own way, and with a disregard of conventions she saw no reason to
Dowie is perhaps being somewhat disingenuous in this last statement. The removal of the map was arguably a prudent move on the part of Dowie and her publishers, one that recognises how compelling and powerful this narrative of "a girl's mere summer thoughts" has been for its readers. By blurring the edges of the factual location of her travels, thereby removing the geographical specificity of the adventure, Dowie emphasises those aspects of the book that are more concerned with the exploration of an adventurous girl's interior world, rendering that world much more universal and accessible. The move seems to say that her adventures and her passionate nature, that wilful "disregard of convention," can in fact belong to any aspirational girl reader. As Dowie states in the early stages of the book, "adventure is not everything; there is incident, and the next half-hour must always bring that with it" (10) . Without the map, the book becomes much more about the "Girl" than the "Karparthians," as Meade asserted, and therefore more about the possible adventurous "incidents" accessible to every modern girl reading it. As noted above, this fourth edition was marketed as a "cheap edition," no doubt in part made possible by the excision of the map (though the illustrations remained). Yet, the fact that Dowie gives an explanation for the map's removal that completely ignores any question of cost reveals a great deal about what she deems to be important in her communication with 15 readers. It is tempting to speculate that the combination of the altered price and the altered prefatory material are designed with girl readers specifically in mind, for whom the book is now more accessible than ever, in both financial and imaginative terms.
"Sparkling and bright": Fashioning the Girl in the Karpathians
Contemporary reviewers did more than simply recognise the general focus on girlhood in Dowie's text: in addition, they also referred again and again to the unusually enthralling and charming nature of this particular "Girl." This section of the essay explores how Dowie's construction of a forthright, endearing and charismatic literary persona in both the book itself and in interviews enabled her not only to acquire a "company of [girl] critics" but also to deflate the potential controversy associated with her book and encourage its success.
Dowie was clearly aware of the unconventional nature of her independent expedition. In her Fortnightly article, she alludes to some trepidation over the public response to her forthcoming book: "There are lux-cats, bears, and wolves in the Carpathians, and I know that everybody will think there are other obstacles for a girl travelling alone; but that isn't the case" (520-1). 11 But it seems she succeeded in charming reviewers, readers, and editors into accepting the potentially scandalous aspects of her independent travel through sheer dint of personality. For The Academy's reviewer, J.G. Cotton Minchin, "The charm of the book is undeniable.
The style and matter are alike sparkling and bright" (533). Another reviewer congratulates this "lively author" on the rapid publication of a fourth edition of her "altogether charming book" (Country Gentleman 4). For yet another, Dowie is an "extremely vivacious entity" ("A Fair Individualist" 607). This great charm is not forgotten by the press. In their (not entirely favourable) review of Gallia in 1895, dubbed "rather a book for the study than for the drawing-room," the Saturday Review reminds readers of "the fascinating and adventurous 'Girl in the Karpathians'" (384, 383).
Certainly, the book is full of flashes of personality. Dowie delights in describing her unconventional attire of knickerbockers -"an adieu to the trappings of an average woman" -and her revolver loaded and ready for an imminent bear attack, despite her blasé attitude to such things in her later preface (17). The narrative revels in the mystified responses of local peasants to Dowie's solitary, commanding presence in the mountains:
"The young lady belongs, no doubt, to the German company?" he said, of course in German. Giving him to understand that I belonged exclusively to myself, I assumed the hauteur which used to be the property of people in novels, and which is, I hope, very foreign to my real nature, and ordered tea. (8-9) Dowie's quick-witted reply is typical of the tone throughout the book, as is her somewhat superior self-regard in relation to the native population. In response to one person's enquiry as to which country she belongs, for example, Dowie replies: "To one where no one felt bound to answer the impertinent questions of strangers" (27). The rush, the bang, the excitement, the shouting, the yellow foamchurned, curdled, lashing and bubbling, snatching at obstacles, and bearing them away impotent, resistless, the continuous rumble of displaced rocks, the rattle of chased gravel, pebbles and sand! (259) Following this heady experience, the reader is tellingly informed that "The sun dried me to an appearance of external respectability before I faced the village" (260, my emphasis). Furthermore, Dowie is audacious in her advocacy of solitary travel for girls. It seems that everyone she encounters is intrigued as to her reasons for travelling alone, a fascination that reflects what she calls a "public resent[ment]" of the idea that a girl might be happier "alone and from choice" (109). In answer, Dowie reports:
I gaze at their indulgent, smiling eyes, and their self-satisfied faces, and I dare not tell them that I do it from sheer bald preference. I couldn't have the heart to wound and shock them so, and I say, what is perhaps also true, that I am driven to it, for nobody cares to come to the places I care to go to. (110) By articulating the idea of choice and preference against the common expectations of middle-class girlhood, Dowie effectively opens up an imaginative space in which readers can explore their own dissatisfactions and desires. She repeatedly reflects upon the effect of solitary experience on "the tone of your mind," noting: "Ordinarily, you are scarcely on speaking terms with your real self; you catch hurried glimpses of it, darting before you, out of reach of touch and realisation" (107). Such a comment challenges readers to view girls (whether or not that be themselves) as complicated, multi-faceted individuals for whom interior and external aspects of the self may be in conflict. This is just the sort of exploration of the female self, a self potentially in conflict with social constructions of femininity, that will be important to so many New Woman novels.
It is on the topic of clothes that Dowie gestures most overtly towards some of the more controversial issues surrounding the Woman Question. Throughout the text, fashion and clothing are used to express further this disjuncture between the interior and exterior world of the modern girl, between respectable femininity and the adventurous spirit of our heroine who is throughout delighted by "all the freedom of 19 knickerbockers" ("In Ruthenia" 521). Dowie makes the case for the practicality of her controversial sartorial decision, but it is clear that her mountain sandals and knickerbockers represent much more than simple convenience. At the end of the narrative, she laments the return of "civilised inconveniences" such as hats, shoes, and stockings, though ironically it is the laborious effort required to put on her mountain attire that will be missed (Girl 285). Just as solitude has garnered opportunities for self-reflection, so "quite twenty minutes could be agreeably passed" in the simple pleasure of carefully threading and re-threading woollen cords and sandal straps. By comparison, Western dress is regimented and uninspiring: "All this was over then;
four turns of a button-hook and I was shod in the morning. How commonplace, how unimaginative!" (284). Not even "the lightest, prettiest French shoes" can compare to the experience of the hardy, rough socks that carried Dowie through her beloved Karpathian mountains (284).
In addition, this interest in clothing throughout the book reflects her wider political commitment to the movement for Rational Dress, that key signifier of latenineteenth-century feminism much associated with the New Woman. In her article on cross-dressing and New Woman fiction, Ann Heilmann suggests that "Dress reform was central to British feminism because it attacked Victorian patriarchy by highlighting the constructed (and constricting) nature of 'feminine' and 'masculine'
clothes, and therefore, by implication, of 'feminine' and 'masculine' spheres" (87).
Dowie's devotion to knickerbockers could certainly be considered as cross-dressing in this sense, although, unlike some of the characters in later New Woman novels who disguise themselves as boys and men, she seems to reject the idea that she was actively seeking to impersonate a man via her choice of clothing. Nevertheless, she makes explicit connections between clothing and her feminist principles. The preface 20 to the fourth edition closes on this very issue: specifically noting that some reviewers have portrayed her (erroneously, she argues) as "dashing, masculine, and a monument of bravery… Masculine, by reason of my knickerbockers" (vii), Dowie ends the preface on a fittingly stirring note that looks forward to a more egalitarian future:
Perhaps I peered hazardously into the foggy future, but I would like to say that I have felt the refreshing chill of that day's dawn, when it will be held impertinence to praise a woman for bravery which one expects calmly from a man, and none shall be advertised because she wears knickerbockers when these are suitable, any more than she is when -like a man -she opens her umbrella if it rain.
Ah! the vision of such a future leaves one gasping, does it not? (viii). On the divide between the "rationals and skirts," Dowie remarks that "one might have wider skirts, but certainly not wider minds" (211).
References to knickerbockers and rational dress are not the only moments in 21 the book that relate explicitly to concerns associated with the New Woman. Dowie is either perpetually smoking or rolling cigarettes during her journey -another key New Woman trope. 12 Youngkin notes that Dowie's smoking was satirised in some sections of the women's press, which viewed smoking as "the mark of the feminist who had 'gone too far' in her embrace of non-traditional gender roles" Dowie's endorsement in these magazines despite her associations with the New Woman is arguably determined by her ability to extend the literary persona put forth in A Girl in the Karpathians. Again and again, she demonstrates a considerable ability to disarm the reader with rhetorical wit. Rather unusually, the author of the Of course, the letter is nothing if not an exercise in the winning qualities of Dowie's humorous and self-aware personality (which is important). But by stating her concern that her words may be portrayed in a way that is "utterly foreign to [her] lips" at the outset of this lengthy interview, and suggesting that this is a frequent occurrence, Dowie cleverly pre-empts any problems that may arise from her comments. The letter's tone recalls the preface to the fourth edition of A Girl in the Karpathians, in which Dowie self-deprecatingly regrets the lack of sensational bear attacks but in doing so fully communicates the popularity and vivacity of her book.
The relationship between Dowie's self-deprecating wit and her status as a proRational Dress, "advanced woman" is interesting. In a 1901 profile written by her friend, the writer (and sometime editor of Young Woman) Ethel Heddle for the magazine Good Words, Dowie declares that:
"I should like something said to show that I am not a woman's rights woman, in that aggressive sense; that I do not rejoice in ugly In typical fashion, Dowie has managed to assure us of her feminine modesty while drawing quite particular attention to the remarkable impression she has inspired in others.
Further insight into the relationship between Dowie's popularity and her acceptability as a writer read by girls of the period can be drawn when we compare a similar narrative strategy at play both in her book and in the work of the previously mentioned L.T. Meade, who helped to popularise the figure of the "Wild Irish Girl" in her girls' books of the 1880s and 90s. Meade's deployment of this popular figure enabled her to create characters that were naughty and rebellious but ultimately unthreatening. 13 Dressing in bright colours, striking fabrics and provocative designs, the protagonists in such Meade books as Wild Kitty (1897) This emphasis on her Celtic passion and its related clothing adds to the dynamism of her personality, but it arguably also excuses or makes safe some of her wildness.
Dowie is something "other," therefore she is not necessarily subject to the same rules of respectable behaviour. This "otherness" is gestured towards in the schoolmaster's poem about her -she is a feminine princess but she is also something more peculiar and unknowable -a "white witch" and a "healer." In his review, Minchin comments that if we did not know she was Scottish from her frequent references, "the authoress might pass for a Yankee" (533). As with the schoolmaster, the appeal of Dowie's writing for Minchin lies in its bewitching foreignness, but it is a foreignness that fits into the literary paradigm of the Wild Celtic figure, whose wildness is ultimately unthreatening.
This quality enables her to function in both worlds, as the Young Woman with what interests and appeals to girl readers. In her profile of Dowie, she notes that "As Mrs Norman writes, she talks. She is not like some authors, whose vivacity, whose wit and humour, are only to be bought by so many guineas per thousand words" (19). This personality infuses both the book itself and interviews given by press and her later preface suggest that this readership played a key role in the book's commercial success.
It is possible that the popularity among this readership accounts in part for the lack of attention paid to the book in subsequent years. For many of the New Woman writers, and also for other writers of the era such as Henry James, the modern girl served as a symbol of social dissatisfaction in a range of novels. Yet, Dowie's generically unusual book depicts the New Girl differently -not as doomed, threatening, or alarmingly "advanced," but self-deprecating, conscientious, and disarmingly endearing. Skirting the borders of a number of disparate genres -part adventure fiction (despite its author's plea otherwise), part travel memoir, part New
Woman manifesto -A Girl in the Karpathians fits uneasily into the general definitions of the New Woman writing. But with its emphasis on gendered injustices, on the complexity of female interior worlds, on the politicisation of clothing, and on the rights of girls and women to engage in independent activities, the book has a great deal in common with the overall ideologies of the New Woman writers with whom Dowie would be so readily identified after the publication of Gallia in 1895. A Girl in the Karpathians challenges us to think differently about writing that found much of its popularity amongst girls and young women, and that diverges from strictly fictional forms, as perhaps additional components of the New Woman writing, and as an important part of the history of late-nineteenth-century women's writing more broadly. Moreover, the book and its history of various paratextual features and accompanying articles and interviews shed further light on Ménie Muriel Dowie herself, an author whose literary career was untimely cut short by the scandal of a public divorce and whose body of work is still rather under-discussed. Dowie's ability to captivate the literary marketplace upon the publication of her first book reveals a 
